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• Review of file: Jakob LOELLGEN korn 17 March, 1097
8 9 Feb 1971

In relation to the Gestapo MUELLER Case.

4-6 Mar ch, 19i 61 GOLEINIEWSKLsaid: At the time he as stationed
in Danzig 415= (1950-2) and was in closetOu h with a serie4 of RIS
officers he learned.: LOELLGEN ihad been turned by the RI during the war (1943)
and had worked for them at least two years while he was still Chief of the Gestapc
in Danzig. Later, he returned to Germany. The Russians picked up
Heinrich (Gestapo)MUELLER who was the Chief of Amt IV of the
RSHA (Gestapo) and took him to Russia. Possibly as a result of their

apprehension of MUELLER, according to source and with his "herp the Russians
allegedly recruited Otto SKORZENY before the end. of the war while he was head c
the Mil. Amt troccIzzax of ReSHA under SCHELLENBERG. (YT 664 in C.
file). Also. KASZUBOWSKE was recruited by RIS in 1947., 	 basis LOELLGEN lei

By July 1961 this informationthad been conveyed. in one way or another to
the .B.nD , and the BND located "LOELLGEN" as residing in Trier. He was chief
of the Trier police until 1957 when pensioned. (Note: same cable (MUNI 6411)
mentiones another alleged. MUELLER contact: Johannes KASSNER, brn KASZUI
5 October 1902, who returned Fed. Rep 1959 Bfy:Warning
It soon turned out LOELLGEN had. been special connection of BND.

Search of the German Primer confirmed LOELLGEN existence and Danzig job in
World. War II.,

i, IvILJI■T:I.L649? 10 July discloseskrip' ,:also after one Alarich BROSS, born 25 March,
1904 a special contact of theirs who was also contact of LOELLGEN
and KASSNER.

WAST traces confirmed. LOELLGEN RShA man with right to wear SS Major,..
uniform. NSDAp member 3 575 800

W.1.19;1_6564' traced Hans Joachim LEYER, born 2 Novem 1908 Danzig, •
deputy to LOELLGEN iiiDm Danzig. Oct 1958 BfV ,; reporit said
BNdhad. recruited LEyER and • SKRYPIETZ alias KASSNER, but this
not true, LEYER was BfV:source. "EGQA 5.6756)no longer avail HO
stated LEYER attended private meetings of NAUiviANN Circle hanccx Hamburg
etc.
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1=1•cL	 By mid July 1961 BND was promoting an operation to end in the arrest of

w •=i LOELLGEN, KASSNER and LEYER.
1LaJ

(Of course FELFE investigation was also then in full swing.... )
0 CD 4.x.)	 410C=.
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Mum .6639 ' 24 July 1961: One Dr. Hans SCHMITZ born 30 Jan
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1903 set up detective agenc6 in Koeln, believed to be 1W detective agency
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Later on fhe HACKE affair, GOLIE ,WSKI said: The Major ROG IISKI had
run KASZUBOWSKI in the West. K. had 'built up such a reput tion that
he was being consicered to run the isExmx new BfV. Ala,ARUMOW had his .own
candidate, NU, and accordingly saw to it that KASSUB -OWSKI was arrested
in the East during a meeting with ROGULSKI an ept out of cirelati.on

until about 1957. But ABAKUMOWS's prospec went awry and did not
get the job. KASZUBOWSKI hated the Russians but agreed to work for the
Poles in the Wet. ROGULSKI got mad also and went into dipoomatic
service (Not much later ABAKUMOW was jailed and killed).

--0-0.1.3,32-tcrvrair-i- piatu-r4E,A fl,i. Ag.9N.q..#s org which he called HACKE to be
a trust manipulated by the RIS through witting Nazis who have become
RIS agents (SKORZENY,. RUDL, ROGAL, etc..) Nazi search and resc
like HIAG are said to be used by , he RIS. ,...vt4
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A 34 er murdered defector 	 D 21 confirmed the ROGULSKI/ICASZUBO.._,.... ......„
r.•	 .
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Later (EGMA 5_7888. BND decided it had too much to do already to go after
st-P-1"


